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There have now been more than 150 popular Hollywood films that presented Turkey and 
the Turks as imagined in an Orientalist manner. That is, after more than sixty years of 
participating in Western democracy, having established a liberal market economy, and 
enjoying a functioning multi-party democratic political system, the image of Turkey in 
Hollywood is still emphatically Eastern, lustful, and barbaric Turk. Against that background 
the Turkish cinema's depiction of the westerner has been one that is cowardly clumsy 
enemy. This talk will look at the discourse of orientalism and Occidentalism Turkish and 
Hollywood cinemas feed upon and reflect to each other. 
 
An Orientalist Look? 
When we look at the representation of Turks in cinema, we encounter what Edward Said 
formulated an orientalist look which creates an othering process denoting Turks as savage 
lustful and barbarian. Said created this term in his studies of the literary works produced by 
western authors who wrote during the time of the imperial powers like British and the 
French. These depicted the eastern peoples in as backward and the westerner in a higher 
moral and material position. Said used published, literary texts do unearth the orientalist 
discourse to expose the artificially construed power relationship between the western 
writer and the eastern subject. Today similar textual methods a used for similar  
analysis  for studying visual media like posters, photographs, films, tv series and internet 
content. The media context today shapes our worldview in cases when we do not have 
access to first-hand knowledge. Such filmic texts therefore  have implicit claims of 
authoritative knowledge and expertise. It is true that  filmic  texts do not create immediate 
knowledge and but they constitute our viewing of reality. As Michel Foucault comments on 
the uses of such textual discourses, written/spoken language and social practices and create 
social reality. This way when we take film criticism as a starting point, we make criticism 
relevant to the world and are able to examine the critical gap between texts and reality and 
therefore assess the ideology of texts. A critical reading of filmic texts involves assessing the 
imaginative relationship to reality that texts construct. The films about Turks or films that 
represent Turks as evil characters are also operating as a discourse that includes 
contradictions in that representation such as Turk as both attractive and repulsive. 
 
The literary Orientalism has been used over and over to ascribe politically the irreconcilable 
difference between East and West to create the myth of the “clash of civilizations” after the 
end of the Cold War. The films depicting the oriental man presented an unchanging Orient, 
static, free from history, primitive and barbaric. All of this tied in well with the end of history 
arguments in the 1990s. So, what did orientalism present in narrative fiction? On the 
hedonistic side it was a mixture of a homoerotic world of sensual women, of laziness and of 
song and dance. On the brutal side it was a world of despotism, perversions, dangers, 
women locked up in harems, a lack of sense of law and irrational. Above all it was an 
unchanging essence: the Arab mind,  the Islamic worldview was the opposite of modern. 
Hence orientalism is a field of vision, a way of seeing and looking at the Orient. Is orientalist 
representation in films a racist one? Certainly, these are historical, cultural and racial 
generalizations. There is almost always an emphasis on the past that denies the Orient any 
history, denies its presence,  except as a fall. Crucially, this power of representation is 
asymmetrical  
 
As expected with the advent of cultural studies and its infusion into film studies, there are a 
number of texts that identified misrepresentation in films. It is a discursive crisis 
when the West confronted disparity b/w texts and reality through anti-colonial and anti-
racist rebellions, Third world nationalisms and decolonization and most recently though 
Global solidarity movements and writing of alternative histories by scholars from these 
regions.  
 
Cinematic Image of Turk as the Other 
As Nerval Tiryakioglu states (2015) "Muslims and Arabs are stereotyped and demonised 
constantly in American cinema, and initially Turks were lumped into the same group. Turks 
in films have their own unique set of characteristics besides the common qualities of the 
Muslim stereotype.  Even though Turks are treated as the Oriental ‘Other’ in cinema, there 
is a peculiarity with the Turkish stereotype that sets it apart from the Arab image.  Also, 
there has been a uniformity and permanence in the Turkish cinematic image that neither 
Arabs nor other Muslims have embodied on the film screens.  This approach creates a 
distinction between the image of Arabs and Turks in Western cinema" (Tiryakioglu, 2015: 
142). 
 
Tirkayioglu and other scholars like Dilek Kaya indicate that American cinema tended to shift 
attitudes towards Arab characters after a while but remained very negative and 
confrontational still to Turkish characters. in a way that may be deemed very offensive. The 
image of the terrible and demon Turk did not improve and Turks in American cinema 
continued to be represented. as ‘cruel’, ‘violent’, ‘murderous’, ‘treacherous’, ‘corrupt’, 
‘sexually aggressive’ and ‘sexually perverted’ (Tiryakioglu, 2015: 144). 
 
 
Figure 1: Sexual assault on and barbaric treatment of the British hero in the hands of the Turks in Lawrence of 




Figure 2: Midnight Express (1978) has been the penultimate film that represented Turks as uncivilised 
barbarian race through the abuse and mistreatment endured by its American drug trafficker in prison hero.  
 
                
Figures 3-4: Western films taking place in Istanbul represent westerners as men of action and Turks as lustful 
and hedonistic as in Skyfall (2012) and Taken 2 (2012). 
 
 
The Turk as the Despot 
Turkish despots have been of particular interest to western cinema from early on.  Films 
such as Ravished Armenia (1919) show the Turk as the oppressors and even as a mass 
murderers. In these films the image of the Turk is that of the amoral, lawless, brute. The 
Turk is also presented as a womanizer, the ruler of a harem of exotic and beautiful women. 
At the same time the sexual aggression of Turkish Men manifests themselves in a 
homophobic/rapist depiction of homosexuality in films like Lawrence of Arabia (1962) and 
Midnight Express (1978). Added to this representation are films that use Turkey and mostly 
Istanbul as the hedonist location of lazy ease, bazaars and lust in films like From Russia with 
Love (1963), Topkapi (1964), Murder on the Orient Express (1974), The Favourite (1989), 
Hamam Turkish Bath (1997) and Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy (2011) 
 
Images of the West – Occidentalism? 
Turkish films also frame the West in a negative way. Early examples ride on nationalist 
historical wave as in the case of war of independence films of the classic Yesilcam cinema 
1950s-1960-1970s. Films like Ingiliz Kemal present the western invasion forces as inhuman, 
disrespectful to cultural values. The character of Kemal is based on Ahmet Esat Tomruk, a 
real-life Turkish spy (1893-1967) who was educated in the UK and later worked for Turkish 
army as a spy. 
 
        
Figures 5-6 Ahmet Esat Tomruk (Kemal the English) was a real-life Turkish spy whose life was later fictionalised 
in Turkish films. 
 
 
In 1952 Lutfi Akad directed Ingiliz Kemal (Kemal the English) based on Tomruk's character 
starring Ayhan Isik and Muzaffer Tema in the lead. In this film the British and other invading 
forces presented as uncivilized dishonest. they are portrayed as corrupting young Turkish 
women. At the opposite end seductive western women in the film lead to destruction 
through betrayal, a trend seen in most Turkish films involving women if foreign origin ever 
since. Turks also prove physical strength as part of their moral strength as the just heroes. 
Kemal beats the British through boxing match as he derives his physical prowess from his 
just cause of liberating the Turkish land from foreign invaders. Years later these themes are 
echoed in films like  Son Osmanli: Yandim Ali – The Last Ottoman: Knockout Ali 
 
Figure 7: Kemal the English is among the seductive western femme fatales. 
 
  
Figures 8-9: Stills from Kemal the English about the boxing match (left) and call for his capture (right) 
 
Yandim Ali, (Knockout Ali) is a fictional resistance fighter, a graphic novel originally written 
by Suat Yalaz, a hoodlum of the Istanbul neighbourhood who work for the underground 
resistance under occupied Istanbul in 1920. Ali played by a former male Model Kenan 
Imirzalioglu who himself is portrayed in the films as epitome of sexual prowess, cunning, 
and physical superiority as the handsome/charming Turkish hero. The virtuous Turkish 
woman (Cansu Dere) helps the Turkish hero defeat the western enemy. As the formula of 
this film genre goes there are also westerner femme fatales, betrayals, corrupting western 
influences against the Turkish hero. Similar trends are still prevalent in Turkish film and tv 
through series such as Ya Istiklal Ya Olum (Either Independence or Death). For example, 
Kurtlar Vadisi (Valley of the Wolves) is a landmark film series based on populist 
misconceptions about the west and on conspiracy theories that represents the west as a 
corrupting and destabilizing force. 
 
A Barrage of Dardanelles Films 
2015 was the centenary year of the 1915 Gallipoli Campaign which saw the creation of a 
flood of war films in Turkey dealing the with the similar themes of the evil and corrupt 
western forces. In these films Turkish bravery was against Western cowardice. The human 
emotions were attributed to Turks who faced cold western rationality. It was a war of low-
tech vs high tech. There is almost always a love affair between Turks and their enemies, 
between a Turkish male and a western woman (or western educated woman) 
              




Deep History- Byzantium 
There is a special historical action genre in Turkish cinema that represents the westerners as 
pure evil. The historical adventure film's ideological function is to justify/explain how small 
tribe from Central Asian Turkic heartland as able to become an empire that rules on three 
continents for centuries. The typical historical adventure film series in the 1960s-70s in 
Turkish cinema worked discursively to resolve this problem through superior physical and 
moral strength of its Turkish heroes as well as corrupt and evil nemesis in the form of the 
Byzantium/east roman peoples. This film genre is focused rather on the nation-state aspect 
of modernity, and these films represented discursively as an ethnic-nationalist discourse in 
the historical adventure film, quite a-historically, as the characters identify themselves as 
Turkish peoples. These film series involved some of the lead actors of the day such as Kartal 
Tibet (Karaoglan, Tarkan) and Cuney Arkin (Kara Murat, Battal Gazi). In their ethnic-
nationalist discourse Turks are represented as agile, morally superior, protective of women, 
the characters are handsome, athletic, virtuous and modest, costumes are humble as 
opposed to the conspicuous Romans. The films included iconography like Turkish/Muslim 
flag vs. Christian cross, its stylistic elements  included fast-paced editing of the fight 
sequences, exaggerated sound effects. These films' plots involved love affairs betrayals and 
revenge Such qualities of a Turkish historical adventure film prepare the viewer for a certain 
viewing position that is critical of the western subject and glorifies the Turk. 
 
           
Figures 12-13: The original 70s historical adventure film Battal Gazi (1973)and the Parody film Kahpe Bizans 
(1999) 
 
The parodies of Turkish film genres tend to debunk the modernist discourses as in the case 
of Kahpe Bizans (Down with the Romans). In the 2000s a new politics of the DSP-ANAP-MHP 
coalition with an EU membership horizon, understanding others and diversity supported a 
film production regime that was inclusive and self-mocking. Parody films of this era allow for 
reversing ethno-centric discourse. For example, in Kahpe Bizans women are presented as 
powerful as men. Turkish and Romans become friends in the end. The film even makes fun 
of the Turkish nationalist myths such as claiming that Turks originate from Australia. The 
film was extremely successful at the box office and spawned a film sequel years later. 
Action-adventure films still continue their hard-core nationalism as in the example of recent 
Fetih 1453 (2012)  and Kara Murat (2015) films. 
 
Comedy films like the Avrupali (The European, 2007), Yahsi Bati (the Mild West, 2010) and 
Osmanli Cumhuriyeti (The Ottoman Republic, 2008) have another take in the occidentalist 
portrayal of the west from Turkish perspective by poking fun and mocking the westerner. 
These films portray the west as lacking compassion, love, smart thinking. In Avrupali the 
Turkish character is trying to negotiate a fair deal in joining the EU but has to face the evil 
Europeans who are denying Turks equal treatment. In Yahsi Bati the Ottoman characters 
find themself in the 19th century US wild west while trying to deliver sultan's gift of a large 
diamond to US president. The Ottomans bring fun, civilization and introduces novelties like 
Cola Turca to prove their wit cunning modesty honesty and other morally superior values.  
In Osmanli Cumhuriyeti we face a counter factual alternative historical narrative when 
Mustafa Kemal died before he could liberate Anatolia and establish the Turkish Republic. 
Sevres treaty has become a reality, and the last Ottoman Sultan is a puppet figure. Through 
getting back to his roots denying western ways and finding the happiness in a younger 
Turkish woman (Vildan Atasever) the sultan declares a war of independence on the evil 
western invaders and wins. 
 
             
Figures 14-15-16: The Turkish cowboys in Yahsi Bati, Avrupali and Ottoman Sultan who cannot get used to 
eating burgers in Osmanli Cumhuriyeti.  
 
Narrative Geopolitics of the Image: Valley of the Wolves 
Finally, the westerner is shown as pure evil in conspiracy theory based populist tv series like 
The Valley of the Wolves (Kurtlar Vadisi). This successful TV show used a mixture of real-life 
scandals, geopolitical discourse and spy thriller genre for its plotlines. Basic statements of 
the series were that Turks vs the world, alone, under constant pressure from evil western 
countries like the US. The series came around the time of post 9-11 through invasion of 
Afghanistan and Iraq until Arab Spring. Its pilot episode had the main hero as a white, blond, 
(western-secular) looking person who had to change his face and identity as a criminal Polat 
Alemdar to infiltrate the mob. 
           
Figures 17-18: The reborn character of alley of the Wolves and the evil Americans torturing middle eastern 
peoples in Valley of the Wolves Palestine. 
 
A series of films from the series were made most notably Kurtlar Vadisi Iraq (2006)  
Kurtlar Vadisi Palestine (2011) based on Flotilla affair included terrible depiction o the 
Americans. This stereotyping is "black and white" it is the portrayal of the opposing forces in 
a very simplistic manner such as good versus evil. In these films Americans murder, torture 
and suffocate innocent civilians. Jewish-American characters portrayed as especially 
inhuman. The 2011 film is deemed to be very anti-Semitic as its international release day 
coincided with International Holocaust Remembrance Day. 
 
As a conclusion 
Orientalism driven literary tradition influenced western cinematic depictions of the Turks 
initially. Later Cyprus issue and the US weapons embargo 1970s led to support for films like 
Midnight Express. In the post- 9/11 backlash in representations of Muslims  eased over time 
but not for Turkish characters. After the Syrian conflict, Arab Spring Turkish characters 
appear as policy makers in series like 24. Western heroes moral energetic, high tech and 
Turkey is exotic, womanizing backward land in films like Skyfall, Taken 2 that continue this 
narrative. Turkish view of the west in cinema first shaped by memories and films of the 
WWI, invasion and war of independence. Films like Ingiliz Kemal established a genre of 
Turkish moral heroes defeating the corrupting western enemy. This tradition continues with 
1915 Dardanelles films. In the 1970s there were historical representation of the west 
through adventure films where the Byzantium is beaten by the moral Turks. The parodies of 
these in early 2000s set a different tone with the hope for EU membership. But later in that 
decade when the hopes of full membership dissipated, film responses to EU membership 
application represented as corrupting. Geopolitics and conspiracy inspired thrillers like 
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